
Geofences
What the heck is that?



× Who do I work for? 
× Who am I and why do I know anything about this topic?  
× What is Geofence and how is this technology being used in retail 

today
× How can you make it work for Hospitals/outpatient centers?
× Auto Arrive your patients on your app
× How to create value on mobile app
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Who do I work for?
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Not these folks



WellSpan 

Health



About WellSpan Health

• 170+ patient care locations

• A provider network that includes 1,600+ 

members

• 1,500+ employed physicians and advanced 

practice clinicians

• 8 hospitals

• A regional home health program

• A regional behavioral health organization

• 19,000 employees and 3,600 volunteers

• $2.75 billion in revenues (2018)

• $246.4 million in community benefit (2018)



WellSpan By the Numbers 
(FY2018)

Helped our patients 

pursue their goal of 

better health through 

2,282,052 
visits to WellSpan 

primary + specialty care 

practices

Provided jobs to more 

than 

19,000

members of our 

communities

More than 

192,824
visits to our hospital 

emergency 

departments

Welcomed 

5,225
babies into our 

communities





Our Mission

“Working as one to improve health through 
exceptional care for all, lifelong wellness, and 

healthy communities.”



Respect for All

We are deeply committed to respecting everyone. 

Working as One

We work as one so our patients, consumers and communities can experience the benefit 

of WellSpan “working as one” with them and on their behalf. 

Assume Positive Intent

We give people the benefit of the doubt and assume that they had positive intentions, identify 

the situational details, and get the bigger picture.

Values

Do the Right Thing

We earn the trust and confidence of the individuals and communities that we serve by doing 

what’s right; acting with transparency and honesty; protecting patient confidentiality; paying 

special attention to vulnerable moments such as transitions in care; and meeting the letter and 

the spirit of all applicable laws, regulations and professional standards. 

Find a Better Way

We are relentless in our pursuit of discovering better ways to meet our mission and serve 

our communities. 



WellSpan Hospitals’ Highlights
Ephrata Community Hospital

• 8 Outpatient Centers for Health, 2 Diagnostic Centers, 2 Urgent Care

• WellSpan Ephrata Cancer Center –Radiation and Medical Oncology

• Wellness Center & Weight Management and Bariatric Surgery

• Sports Medicine Clinic, Spine Program, Pain Clinic

• Orthopedic Programs: Total Joint, Surgical Spine 

• Primary Stroke Center Certification

• Comprehensive Women’s Center

• Pathway to Excellence designation December, 2018

Good Samaritan Hospital

• 163 licensed beds

• 54,000 visit Emergency Department

• Inpatient population over 75% government insurance 
(Medicare/Medicaid)

• Comprehensive Inpatient and Outpatient Services

• Primary Stroke Center Certification

• Baby Friendly/Keystone 10



WellSpan Hospitals’ Highlights
Gettysburg Hospital 

• 75 beds

• 2 Medical/Surgical Units –55 beds

• CCU – 8 beds

• Maternity 12/12

• Over 200 RNs 

• Stroke Center of Excellence

• PCI Program –September 2018

• Pathway Designation April 2013, August 2016

WellSpan Surgery and Rehabilitation Hospital

• DNV-GL- Three year accreditation from Det Norske Veritas

• ISO 9001 Certification

• The Press Ganey Guardian of Excellence for Inpatient/HCAHPS 
performance in 2016, 2017, and 2018 as well as the Pinnacle of 
Excellence in 2017 and 2018

• One of only eight rehabilitation hospitals in the surrounding 8-state 
region to be accredited by CARF International for all Adult Specialty 
Programs: Inpatient Rehabilitation, Amputation, Brain Injury, Spinal Cord 
Injury, and Stroke

• Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 5 Star Rating 
Recognition for Patient Experience for Inpatient Surgery



WellSpan Medical Group Overview

Practices across Central Pennsylvania and Northern Maryland

× 297 patient care locations

Primary care, Women's and Children’s Services, Behavioral Healthcare as well as 

Advanced Specialty care, including orthopedics, Oncology, Neurosciences, Heart 

and Vascular, and other medical and surgical specialties

× 75 Family, Internal Medicine, Pediatric and Specialty Pediatric practices

× 222 Specialty practices (Surgery, Cardiovascular, Ortho, Neuro & 

Woman’s Health)

× 13 Urgent Care sites with many more coming soon!

× Multispecialty group of more than 1,500 physicians and advanced practice 
clinicians

× 1500 Physicians

× 500 APC’s
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Amy Repman

Access Executive-turned-IT Director for Access and Revenue Cycle for Epic 
Implementation

You can find me at arepman@wellspan.org

Installed Epic in 2017, went live with Geofencing in 2019.

Homesteader in training
15
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What is Geo-Fence?  a virtual geographic boundary, defined by GPS or 
RFID technology, that enables software to trigger a 
response when a mobile device enters or leaves a 
particular area.

"they could put up a geofence around the building, 
meaning your phone disables itself when you enter 
it"

create a virtual geographic boundary around (an 
area) by means of GPS or RFID technology, enabling 
software to trigger a response when a mobile device 
enters or leaves the area.

"the company has now geofenced the locations of 
180,000 US schools"

. 
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or



Geofencing is the use of the Global Positioning 

System (GPS) satellite network and/or local 

radio-frequency identifiers (such as Wi-Fi nodes 

or Bluetooth beacons) to create virtual 

boundaries around a location.

The geofence is then paired with a 

hardware/software application that responds to 

the boundary in some fashion as dictated by the 

parameters of the program.
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× Detect when a user is nearby your shop 
and send them alerts or coupons to 
have them want to stop in.

× Increasing your loyalty
× Provide immediate value when it 

matters to them as they are near.
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Retail has been 

doing for over 2 

years.  Do any 

of you do this 

now? 



User Profile
× Detect how 

much time they 
spend in a part 
of your shop
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“We are offering 
20% off of toys 
today at this

location.”  

Could show 
information about the 
things they are near.  
“Did you know you are 
nearby our shop that 
offers great latte’s 
with extra whip 
cream.”

An airline can define a 

geofence around an 

airport when a flight 

reservation is near 

boarding time. When the 

device crosses the 

geofence, the app can 

send a notification that 

takes users to an activity 

that allows them to get 
their boarding pass.
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our office
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Survey customer as 
they leave your 
location.  
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WHAM!  

Works 

great Might have it’s 

limitations.  I can 

get close but not 

exact.  “I see you 

are near…”



Place your screenshot here

Android 
project
Show and explain your 
web, app or software 
projects using these 
gadget templates.
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Hello Patient  
Auto-Arrival 
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× Greet patients as they arrive at the clinic and 
automatically sign or check them in using the new 
Hello Patient feature.

× Hello Patient leverages geolocation features on iOS 
and Android devices to detect when a patient arrives 
for her appointment. If the patient has completed all 
of her check in tasks ahead of time, she can be 
automatically checked in and can take a seat in the 
waiting room without even needing to visit the front 
desk. 

× If the patient does have outstanding check in tasks, 
she can be automatically signed in and then 
prompted to complete eCheck-in or visit the front 
desk.
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Hello, Patient! 



Patients would need to be using the 
Mobile app to be able to active this 
feature.  

Must look at workflow to ensure all 
parts are done on e-checkin.  

Patients taking photo’s of their 
insurance cards with smart devices
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Lessons 
Learned
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Place your screenshot here

× Understand your mobile usage 
before you feel like this is your 
next opportunity.  

× Study your online eCheckin 
process to eliminate barriers.

× Turn on in some pilot sites and 
market to those patients. 

× Not just a application 
marketing campaign.  Must 
market on portal to push folks 
to the app.  
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To Drive consumers to 
your app…..
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Home 
screen on 
the App



Same features 
and functions 
as the portal 
but more 
convenient and 
mobile.



MyWellSpan 
Mobile is part 
of an overall 
WellSpan app 
redesign







Reserve My Spot
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Appointments RMS

Reserve My Spot



Reserve My Spot
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Saved Since 1/1/2018 =

Days

(4766 hours)



Online Scheduling

× Concerns with growing cost of staffing a 
central access center

× Financial and telco reports revealed a 
$3/call cost

× With at least 150K visits/month, opportunity 
could be $450K/month or a significant 
portion thereof

× Offer online conveniences consumers have 
learned to expect from other industries

× The MyWellSpan Portal represented a 
major opportunity



Incentive Projects
Two incentives given to practices in FY19:

MyWellSpan Activation Rate

× Goal: 50% of completed office visits where the patient was MyWellSpan 

active prior to, or within 30 days following the visit

× Top 3 east offices and top 3 west offices with highest number of 

activations/month (July-Sept; Oct- Dec; Jan-Mar; April-June) get 

cookie/dessert party

Online Scheduling

× System Goal: Reach 18,000 by year end (baseline June 2018, 8,179)

× Practice Goal: Double online appts/month

× Practices that have achieved more than half of their goal by December 

receive a cookie/dessert party

× Practices that have achieved their goal by the end of June receive a pizza 

party lunch



Overall Progress to Goal



Goals Achieved

× Goal of 18,000 online schedules/mon achieved

× Over $650K annual savings in avoided costs

× Increased patient satisfaction



Additional Benefits

Lower No-Show Rates

Less Days to Visit



THANKS!
Any questions?
You can find me at arepman@wellspan.org
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